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Small bites and treats to shareThe best gatherings are simple, yet somehow special. They might
begin with an impromptu picnic after shopping at the farmer’s market or a late lunch with
neighbors that stretches into cocktails under the stars. Whatever the occasion, this picture-
perfect cookbook shows how to turn any meal into a delectable affair. These effortless recipes
for brunch, teatime, happy hours, picnics, potlucks, and dessert all include a whimsical twist: a
few slices of French toast doused in lavender syrup, rainbow chard empanadas served with
pistachio crema, or a vibrant purple cauliflower hummus. With tips on creating an inviting table,
stocking a pantry to make last-minute nibbles, and packing delicious parting gifts for guests,
Food with Friends will inspire any get-together, however large or small.

“Leela is a genius at the most essential things: food, fun, and friendship. Her mouthwatering
recipes–for both seasoned chefs and novice cooks like myself–will make you want to call up your
nearest and dearest. The best kitchen sink cookies? A breakfast board with cheese and hard-
boiled eggs? I love it.” –Joanna Goddard, founder of Cup of Jo “Packed with recipes both for
giving and fun, this is no ordinary cookbook. Leela covers an eclectic array of recipes adapted
from different pockets of the globe while sharing morsels of info on styling and shooting food.
The dreamy tome is also peppered with cultural history, which I love. Food with Friends is a book
that doesn’t just embody the way I like to cook and eat–but how I like to live.” –Justina Blakeney,
author of The New Bohemians “Everything Leela Cyd touches seems to sparkle, and Food with
Friends is a prime example. If her aim is to ‘refine the art of simple gatherings,’ she succeeds
mightily, with inspired ideas, beautiful photographs, and recipes that crisscross a world’s worth
of flavors. From Beets in Coconut with Curry Leaves to Pistachio Rose Clouds and Whiskey-
Pepper Magic Shell to drizzle over ice cream, Leela, please, count me in!” –Molly Wizenberg,
founder of Orangette “Nothing makes me happier than sitting down to a good meal with friends.
Food brings out the best in us all and sharing it is the greatest feeling. Food with Friends is a
stunning book with mouthwatering images, creative recipes, and tips. It won’t go onto my
bookshelf, but on my kitchen counter, which is where it belongs.” –Paul Lowe, editor in chief and
founder of Sweet Paul Magazine “I’ve always been inspired by Leela’s amazingly colorful,
personal, and joyful photographic eye, and now she’s gone beyond herself with a cookbook of
her own that shares her approach to living. In keeping with her spirit, these small delicious
recipes and tips are my new secret weapon for entertaining at home.” –Maxwell Ryan, founder of
Apartment Therapy“Leela Cyd is a bright spark of warmth, style, and friendship, and she brings
all of that and more to Food with Friends, which is a treasure trove of sweet and savory recipes
laid out like a feast for sharing. From tahini buns to brûléed oranges, these pages offer up treat
after treat for special occasions small and large.” —Faith Durand, executive editor of The Kitchn



--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorPhotographer LEELA CYD is a long-
time contributor to TheKitchn.com and shoots for Food & Wine,Sweet Paul, The New York
Times, Kinfolk, and more. Leela lives with her husband in Santa Barbara, California, and
chronicles her travels and adventures in food on her website, LeelaCyd.com. --This text refers to
the hardcover edition.
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INTRODUCTIONThe best food you will ever cook is simple, yet somehow special. It should only
involve basic techniques, ingredients at their peak of freshness, and a touch of whimsy. Don’t
wait to plan a dinner party of complicated, unfamiliar, or fussy dishes; meals with friends can be
a singular, delicious bite—like a tahini bun you’ve set in motion moments before (easy when you
have a stocked pantry), a slice of blueberry mascarpone crostata (its rough edges are infinitely
forgiving), or a salad mostly composed of flowers (everyone will gasp with glee). In our busy
lives, where time is limited and digital connections take priority, preparing a small, delectable
morsel and inviting a friend or two over to taste it (and linger) is a purposeful return to something
tactile, sumptuous, and real—plus it’s so much fun.When it comes to creating happy memories, I
believe more is more. So let’s make these little moments happen, where we gather to celebrate
the small stuff, the ups and downs, the ordinary and extraordinary, and set the table with our
good china and thrift store glasses mismatching in imperfect harmony. And let’s do it on a bright
spring morning, a midweek night, or a Sunday afternoon. There’s never a “perfect” time—so get
started now with your joyful, tasty life!If your intention, like mine, is to refine the art of hanging
out, this book is for you. My collection of recipes and tips will show you how to turn an everyday
necessity—eating—into an intentional gesture that sparks creativity, where a piece of toast can
transport eaters across oceans to a bustling marketplace and a simple homemade soda bread
bursting with candied walnuts, Turkish figs, and fennel will surely elevate your mood.For
whatever reason, I’ve always lived and breathed a messy, yet artful take on life: as a little girl I
changed costumes five times a day (from ballet tutus to hand-me-down overalls), I hosted tea
parties with all of my friends (both real and imaginary), and set the family table with loads of
flowers plucked from our garden. I was born with an unrelenting need to lavish attention on my
loved ones. My keenly observant parents channeled this interest by assigning me the task of
planning and cooking feasts—both everyday and extravagant affairs—insisting I keep a journal
of my menus and hiring me to bake for every holiday. Their crazy friends took me on as well, and
I was merrily catering my first wedding at the age of seventeen!My family and I followed a very



basic philosophy—we kept our shared family dinners sacred. No matter the schedule-juggling of
basketball practices, dance rehearsals, and my parents’ demanding careers, we always stopped
everything and ate together. As an adult, I realize the lasting impact that this daily ritual had on
all of us: My brother, Nick, and I are now the lead cooks in our households. We just can’t help
ourselves—we find joy in feeding our friends, spouses, and, hopefully, one day our own
kids.When we were not at home eating together, my brother and I were lucky enough to travel
the world as our photographer-dad’s assistant. He and I took turns going along for the ride—
Spain and Morocco instead of the last few months of third grade, Laos and Myanmar during
Christmas break at age eleven, South India at sixteen, Tunisia and Rome while I studied history
in my first year of art school. We saw the world and learned early on that food and laughter are a
universal language and the most valuable currency for making new friends.When I met my
husband, David, in a performance art class, we immediately started saving for a lifetime of
adventure. Dirt-cheap noodles and tacos taste pretty good when you have your eye (and belly)
on Greece, the Netherlands, and England. We traipsed throughout these gorgeous countries,
gulping down the art, culture, and food. Mutually bitten by wanderlust, we started to save up for
living abroad for several months at a time: southern India, Vietnam, and Turkey.Now I find myself
traveling internationally for work teaching workshops and photographing hotels, chefs, and
artisans. Between capturing images of each new locale, I seek out the grannies, the chatty shop
owners, and the mustachioed uncles in the back of the hole-in-the-wall restaurants for cooking
lessons. Spicy dahl with curry leaves and lime, sizzling sheep’s cheese pide (pizza) in a brick
oven, and mushroom spring rolls…. all are dazzling dishes I’ve learned at the side of someone
who was “just cooking”—business as usual. Through these experiences, I learned that talking
about food is the gateway to talking about anything. In about an hour (or sometimes within five
minutes!), I get a window into another way of life: the gossip, traditions, hopes, and dreams are
as exciting as the food is delicious.This book is a collection of recipes I’ve gathered during my
travels while shooting culinary stories and throughout my childhood in my family’s sunny
California kitchen. The six chapters, Breakfast & Brunch, Teatime, Happy Hour, Potlucks &
Picnics, Desserts, and Tiny Takeaways, organize the recipes in the way I love to gather with
friends using fresh, in-season ingredients whenever possible. (My emphasis for such is less on
being healthy and more on expressing your creativity with food that looks and tastes good.) My
hope is that my words, tips, and colorful images inspire you to live better in the moment and help
you stop putting “have fun” on your to-do list.It’s experiences and laughs that matter most, not
the most perfectly executed food, so relax a little, embrace the imperfect, and set off on a festive
journey with fanciful tasty treats (just make sure to pack a few for the road).

SECRET INGREDIENTSYou never know who’s going to stop by or what last-minute friend fete
you may be invited to, so fresh, organic produce, eggs, dairy, and good olive oil are all important
to have on hand, but equally critical are the following secret ingredients—flavor boosters that
quickly elevate simple cooking.CHEESESAlways try to have one hard cheese such as



Parmesan or Pecorino Romano, great for finely grating onto a kale salad or atop al dente pasta;
one soft decadent ingredient to spin into a dessert (like cream cheese or mascarpone); and a
solid salty Cheddar from Britain or nubbin of a French-style Comté to shred and scatter atop
warmed lentils or to serve whole with jams and a baguette.SALTFor eggs and toast, I go for flaky
Maldon. Coarse Celtic Sea Salt is great to use on robust foods like roasted root veggies and
potatoes (you’ll love how this salt crunches in your mouth). Taha’a Vanilla sea salt from The
Meadow perks up desserts like chocolate chip cookies. Jacobsen Salt, harvested off the Oregon
coast, comes in brilliant flavors such as lemon, pinot noir, and smoked varieties.NUT
OILSRoasted pistachio, hazelnut, and walnut oils from La Tourangelle in California are divine
drizzled onto simple salads, soups, and roasted squash—even a teensy bit on ice cream sounds
weird but is delicious.PRESERVED LEMONSWhile you can make these at home (check out
Mark Bittman’s recipe for Quick “Preserved” Lemons on the New York Times website), I find that
picking up a few store-bought ones once a month from Whole Foods serves me just as well.
There’s nothing a small amount of these salty, umami-filled lemons cannot improve. Chop them
up finely and mix them into a grain salad—you won’t know what hit you.HARISSAThis Tunisian
chile paste is my go-to condiment for most things. With a subtle smoky spice and bold flavors
from garlic, caraway, and coriander, it’s fantastic with soft-boiled eggs and adds another
dimension to a sauce or stew. You can make it yourself or buy DEA, the Tunisian brand (look for
its beautiful, brightly colored packaging).ASSORTED GERMAN MUSTARDSI’d always been
charmed by those adorable European mustard jars with their old-fashioned typography (perfect
photo props!), and then I got hooked on the mustard’s bright taste and instant zing. My favorite
brands include: Löwensenf, Alstr (mustard in a tiny beer mug), Inglehoffer stone ground, and
Thomy (mustard in a tube). Find them online or at local German delis.AMARENA TOSCHI
(ITALIAN CHERRIES IN SYRUP)Transform an Old Fashioned cocktail or turn a milkshake into a
rapturous moment! Available at Whole Foods and Italian groceries, a jar of these keeps well in
the fridge for that “cherry on top” fix we all need sometimes. (Plus, the packaging is so cute!)

STYLE FILESetting your table can set your mood. When there’s a stage for your sweet linen
tablecloth, flowers from the garden, a favorite mismatched set of teacups, and secondhand
silver, you cannot help but call your friends over to taste your latest creation. The beautiful food
you’ve prepared deserves a special spot, and creating a cute atmosphere, a little act of caring
for your guests, can be just as fun as cooking.Let’s talk about making your table pretty! In this
chapter, I explore quick, inexpensive ways to doll up your own eating experience—from the
unlikeliest of locations for sourcing tabletop accessories to taking inventory of heirlooms and
acquiring a few special artisan-made items. All of these little gestures add up to a small
collection unique to you that reflects your own taste.SOURCING TREASURESYou don’t need to
be a millionaire to create happy tablescapes. If you focus on serving a pot of tea or a signature
cocktail with just a few nibbles, you can allocate time to the other fun stuff: dressing your table in
a way that’s imperfect but looks like you. Here are a few sourcing tips:1 Scour thrift shops, yard



sales, and estate sales. Pieces worn and loved by others have a life of their own, and you’re the
lucky recipient: You get to add your personal touch to them for a little while before you pass them
on a few years down the line. When shopping, keep your eye out for glassware, vintage pans,
baking tins, and utensils.2 Traveling abroad? Seek out ordinary shops instead of fancy tourist-
trap stores. I’ve found some of the most adorable plates and cups in hardware stores in Italy and
colorful dishes in restaurant supply stores throughout Argentina, Bali, and Thailand.3 Consider
style before function. Go for the color, shape, and texture that you want rather than something
found in a kitchen supply store. A curtain on sale or a few yards of fabric can be had for a fraction
of the price of a proper tablecloth. (No one will notice if it’s unfinished.) Find marble tiles in home
improvement stores to use as cheese platters and dessert trays (you’ll only spend about five
dollars instead of the fifty-plus a marble tray costs).4 Ask for family heirlooms. Use what you
already have (or what your mother or grandmother may be willing to pass down to you). My
mother gave me her teacup collection from when she got married. A few cups have been lost
over the years, but I still have some I use every day; they always remind me of her and make me
smile.5 Find the work of artisans. Buying a unique, handmade piece you are in love with—a
coffee cup, a plate, or a bowl—is a great investment in “functional” art. Ceramicists, potters, and
woodworkers are devoted to their trades, and supporting them by purchasing a coveted item
adds a dynamic element to your table and a conversation piece for your guests.SETTING THE
TABLEAs a kid, I loved going overboard to set the table each night. I’ve dialed back that drama a
bit now and landed at a happy medium. Opposite are a few tips to keep in mind.The Overall
Look When hosting friends, toss out the rules and go for a mishmash of plates, colors, and
linens rather than a matching, coordinated look. It’s easier to maintain. Think about it: If nothing
goes together, then everything goes together (and it’s much easier on you when a plate breaks).
This is the way I shop: one plate here, another cup there, two little spoons that go together and
six more that are all different. If this is too much, just keep everything white. You can still acquire
items in a fun, treasure-hunting way—you just have a little art direction.Place Settings If I’m
hosting three or more people, I like to put a little something special on the plate—a single flower,
a tiny card, or a lollipop or heavenly chocolate to pop into their mouths while I’m finishing our
food. You want to give each guest a moment of delight that makes him or her feel special but that
requires hardly any effort on your part.Found Objects Keep your eyes open on your next hike.
Your natural finds can be the most fun way to style a table and certainly a good conversation
starter. The beach is one of my favorite places to “shop” for driftwood, seashells, and a bit of sea
glass. When I lived in Portland, Oregon, I brought home pinecones, little rocks, and fir tips to put
into a bowl for the middle of the table. When living in Brooklyn, I found the wackiest little picture
frames, vases, and plates left by a curb and often threw them into the mix.Flowers I like to
arrange flowers two ways: I’ll create a neighborhood bouquet, mostly from my property but a few
little blooms or pieces of greenery from the public median and from outlying plants that hang
over the sidewalk. (I assembled my wedding bouquet in this fashion!) Or I’ll buy one bouquet
from the farmers’ market, trim the stems short, and separate all the blooms into their own little



juice glasses or teacups.Unscented Candles Add them with reckless abandon! I love cheap tea
lights for their all-over glow—you can scatter them around the table on little dishes.clearing the
tableWhenever people are finished eating, I like to quickly clear the plates and put them into the
kitchen sink to soak in warm water, and then I get back to my guests as quickly as possible. It
makes the party last longer. The next morning, I’ll just wake up a little earlier and do them while
daydreaming about my next fete.STYLING THE PLATEMost of the time, I like to put out little
plates—they always photograph better—and allow for a longer, more nosh-type of eating, with
lots of tastes and helpings rather than one rigid meal. If served with garnishes like fresh herbs,
toasted nuts, citrus wedges, and finishing salt and pepper, then whatever you’ve made will
practically style itself. Be sure to have an assortment of toppings if your dish lends itself to that
sort of thing. For example, soup looks so pretty when served with extra lemon slices, a drizzle of
olive oil, and good crack of black pepper. The same can be said of oatmeal, which you can
prepare and ladle out into bowls and guests can top with myriad fruits, seeds, a dollop of crème
fraîche, and honey.Skip any fussy styling. Food should look like food, with a very romantic,
comfortable, and abundant sensibility. And so when plating something like a beautiful salad, I
make sure that a few of the elements from the dish—like cheese and nuts in the salad, for
example—appear at the top of the mound of veggies so guests know what flavors to expect. I do
this by letting the ingredients gently drop from my hands from far above the plate, as if the
ingredients are falling from the sky so that everything lands in an organic and unplanned
manner. No need to apply each herb or seed with a pair of tweezers.PHOTOGRAPHING THE
FOODIt’s a golden time to be shooting. Capture the most sparkly food scene from your parties to
make those no-shows drool:• BEFORE THE PARTY, PHOTOGRAPH YOUR FOOD IN
NATURAL LIGHT. Scoot your table or a pretty surface (like an old pan or cutting board) toward a
window with indirect light and create your composition. The results will be so much better than
working at night with a flash.• BRING IN COLOR, TEXTURE, SHAPE, AND SCALE. Think like a
painter and ask yourself: Is there enough variety of plates and glasses (shapes), is there a good
mix of textiles and napkins (texture), is there a pop of vibrancy from the food or some nearby
prop (color), and are there differences in size to keep the eye moving around the composition
(scale)?• BREATHE LIFE INTO A SCENE WITH A HUMAN. Nothing makes a table look more
alive than some live action.• MIX UP YOUR ANGLES AND MOVE AROUND. Don’t just shoot
food from above. Stand on a chair in the corner of the room or get really close and try to capture
the little bits remaining on a plate. A good mix of wide, macro, and medium shots helps paint a
full picture of your experience.• LOOK FOR SPONTANEITY AROUND FOOD. Usually eating
and drinking mean the coming together of friends, so be on the alert to shoot the life that exists
around these moments—a “cheers” gesture or a friend at the stove—these shots are more
compelling than a perfectly plated slice of semifreddo.

BREAKFAST & BRUNCHAvocado & Coconut TartletsBircher Muesli with Plums & Blackberry
MashSteel-Cut Oats with ToppingsBrûléed Citrus Fruits with Fresh HerbsBananas on FireApple



Fritters & Cinnamon Yogurt CreamAnything-Goes Breakfast BoardRoasted Plums with
BurrataSpiced Strawberry-Balsamic LassiIrish Soda Bread with Rum-Plumped Figs & Candied
WalnutsChocolate Marcona Mini MuffinsLemon-Poppy-seed Dutch BabyChocolate-Orange
Challah with SaffronLemon-Lavender French ToastSweet Tahini Bunsrise and smile The
morning is my favorite time of day. I leap out of bed, usually by 5:30, hungry for breakfast. This is
the time when I’m at my most creative, often gushing with lists of ideas over my daily cup of
English breakfast tea as I love the quiet optimism and sense of a fresh start each sunrise brings.
Growing up, I had to wake up or be left out—it was that simple. It was never hard, though,
especially on those occasions when my dad delivered biscuits in bed that he served wrapped in
tea towels in a Dutch oven with a hot stone at the bottom of the pot to keep the treats warm. Of
course, he always had homemade jams and salted butters at the ready—the guy is a pro
breakfaster! And I learned from the best.While I enjoy being the beneficiary of a delicious morsel
prepared for me in the morning, it’s even better to be the bearer of good edible news in the form
of Lemon-Lavender French Toast, Brûléed Citrus Fruits with Fresh Herbs, or ingredients to make
a Spiced Strawberry-Balsamic Lassi. A home-cooked meal in the early hours of the day is the
quickest way to win someone’s heart (including your own!). When invited for brunch or a
weekend stay, I often arrive at my friends’ homes armed with the right supplies—even when they
say they’ve got breakfast covered (another avocado tartlet never hurt anyone).Whether you’re
breakfasting or brunching with friends or taking a moment on your own, you need to firmly push
the daily restart button to do it well. Its positive effects should not be underestimated (plus think
of all those carbs you’d be missing out on!).AVOCADO & COCONUT TARTLETSMAKES SIX 4-
INCH TARTLETS OR ONE 9-INCH TARTIn California and New York, fresh avocado smashed on
hearty toast is the definitive “It Girl” breakfast—I’ve had humble avocado toast with friends in the
comfort of their homes and paid a fortune for it in stylish cafés. I love the idea of elevating this
hipper-than-hip breakfast into the fancy zone—a new twist on a predictable favorite. Inspired by
the use of avocado in desserts in Vietnam and Brazil (hello, avocado milkshakes and ice
cream!), I turned this creamy gem into a barely sweetened pudding and enveloped the shocking
green filling in a classic pâte brisée crust. The results are a heavenly juxtaposition of opposites:
elegant and cozy, healthful and decadent, sweet and savory. Confused skeptics will be bowled
over at first bite. Serve with cups of piping hot black tea.CRUST1¼ cups all-purpose flour, plus
more for the work surface1½ tablespoons sugar1 teaspoon fine sea salt½ cup cold unsalted
butter, cut into ¼-inch cubes1 teaspoon distilled white vinegar3 tablespoons ice
waterAVOCADO CREAM5 avocados (about 2¼ pounds), pitted and peeled2 tablespoons whole
milk1 tablespoon lemon juice¼ cup maple syrup1 teaspoon vanilla extract¼ teaspoon fine sea
salt cup unsweetened coconut flakes, lightly toasted, for garnishMAKE THE CRUST: In a food
processor, mix the flour, sugar, and salt together. Pulse the butter into the flour mixture in 3 to 4
short bursts, until the mixture resembles coarse meal. In a small bowl, mix the vinegar with the
ice water, then drizzle over the flour mixture. Pulse a little more until the crust just clumps
together. Turn the dough out onto a lightly floured surface and squeeze together to become a



ball. Knead about 3 times to create a 4-inch round disk. Wrap in plastic wrap and refrigerate for 1
hour, to allow the gluten in the flour to relax.Lightly flour your surface and pound the dough out
flat with a rolling pin to soften it and make it workable. Roll the dough into a large ¼-inch-thick
rectangle. If making individual tartlets, cut the dough into 6 rough pieces, each about an inch
wider on all sides than your removable bottom tartlet pans. If making a 9-inch tart (see Note), roll
the dough out a little larger than the pan. Lay each piece of dough gently into a pan, taking care
not to stretch or pull the dough. Lightly press into the bottom and sides of the pans, then use a
rolling pin to roll off the excess dough from the edges of the pans. Gently poke the tart bottoms
with a fork about 5 times. Place the crusts in the freezer and let sit for about 1 hour.Preheat the
oven to 375°F.Remove from the freezer and place the tartlet shells on a baking sheet and bake
for about 15 minutes, or until the crusts are golden brown and fragrant. Transfer the tartlet shells
to a wire rack to cool to room temperature.MAKE THE AVOCADO CREAM: Just prior to serving,
in a food processor or blender, combine the avocados, milk, lemon juice, maple syrup, vanilla,
and salt. Blend until the consistency is airy, smooth, and light.Use a spatula to transfer the cream
to a zip-seal plastic bag and snip ½ inch off a bottom corner to make a piping bag. Gently pipe
the cream onto each shell (½ to ¾ cup cream per tart) in a circular motion, starting with the
perimeter of the tart shell and working in to the center—you can get as fancy or rustic as you’d
like. Serve immediately, garnished with the coconut.note The 9-inch tart option makes this
breakfast easy to serve to a crowd, although preparing it ahead of time proves tricky as the
avocado oxidizes fast. If you must prepare ahead, put the avocado cream in a bowl with a thin
sheen of water drizzled over the top. Cover with a sealed lid and refrigerate for no more than 2
days. When ready to use, tip the water out, stir, and transfer the filling to a zip-seal plastic bag for
filling the tart.BIRCHER MUESLI WITH PLUMS & BLACKBERRY MASHSERVES 4When the
warmer months are in full swing, with their golden mornings and early sunrises, I love to reach
for a bowl of nourishing muesli. It’s filling and delicious, and can be adapted according to what
fruit is available. This version is my favorite to serve on long summer weekends with the girls or
to take along to a brunch party. Most of this delicious mixture gets made the night before, with
little blackberry layers added at the last minute. The muesli is dotted with fresh plums and dried
figs and layered with mashed blackberries—and really celebrates that late-summer headiness
when all the berries are still in full flush and the stone fruits are so sweet they’re practically
oozing with natural sugars.1 cup rolled oats cup slivered almonds, plus more for garnish2
tablespoons chia seedsGenerous pinch of fine sea salt1 dried Turkish fig, roughly chopped1 cup
whole milk½ cup plain whole-milk yogurt1 teaspoon vanilla extract1 tablespoon honey1 medium
apple, shredded on a box grater (about 1 cup)2 cups blackberries4 fresh medium red plums,
quartered and thinly slicedBee pollen, for garnishIn a small bowl, mix together the oats,
almonds, chia seeds, salt, and chopped dried fig. In a large bowl, whisk together the milk,
yogurt, vanilla, and honey. Pour the oat mixture into the milk mixture and stir thoroughly to
combine. Cover with plastic wrap and refrigerate for at least 6 hours, or overnight.When ready to
serve, stir ¼ cup water into the muesli. Add about half the shredded apple and stir. In a medium



bowl, gently mash 1½ cups of the blackberries.In the bottom of a small jam jar or pretty glass,
spread about 1 heaping tablespoon of the blackberry mash. Layer 2 heaping tablespoons of the
muesli, add 1 more heaping tablespoon of the blackberry mash, followed by 2 heaping
tablespoons of the muesli. Top with a generous pinch of the remaining shredded apple, a couple
of whole blackberries and the slices of one plum. Garnish with a few slivered almonds and a little
bee pollen. Repeat this layering process with the remaining three portions. Serve immediately, or
cover and keep in the fridge for up to 3 days.STEEL-CUT OATS WITH TOPPINGSSERVES 2I
am a porridge nut—it’s so nourishing and cozy, and so full of potential variation. For me, a great
bowl of oatmeal depends on the proper toppings: I like different textures, flavors, and even
temperatures. Feel free to change this recipe based on season, weather, and your appetite in
any specific moment. Once you master this mindset, you’ll never think of oatmeal as a boring, ho-
hum breakfast—rather it’s a canvas in which you can make your mark, and set the tone for the
rest of your day.OATS1 tablespoon unsalted butter1 cup steel-cut oats1½ cups almond milk or
whole dairy milk¼ teaspoon fine sea salt1 teaspoon vanilla extract¼ teaspoon ground
cinnamon¼ teaspoon ground ginger1 tablespoon ground flaxseedsTOPPINGS1 cup chopped
fresh fruit½ cup chopped toasted nuts¼ cup toasted unsweetened shredded coconut¼ cup
roughly chopped dried fruit (such as figs or apricots)2 tablespoons sesame, pumpkin, or hemp
seeds2 tablespoons rich dairy, such as whole-milk yogurt or sour cream2 tablespoons nut butter
(such as cashew, peanut, or almond)Flaky sea salt, to taste (such as Maldon or Taha’a Vanilla
salt)Warm maple syrup, honey or brown sugar, to tasteCOOK THE OATS: In a medium pot, melt
the butter over medium heat. Add the oats and cook, stirring occasionally, until the oats produce
a toasty, popcorn-like aroma, about 5 minutes. Add the milk, salt, and 1½ cups water. Bring the
liquid to a boil, then reduce to a simmer and cook the oats, stirring occasionally to scrape up the
oats from the bottom of the pot, for about 20 minutes longer, until cooked through but still a little
toothsome. Stir in the vanilla, cinnamon, ginger, and ground flaxseeds. Cover the pot, remove
from the heat, and let stand for 3 to 5 minutes.SERVE THE OATS: Ladle the oatmeal into 2
bowls. Arrange the toppings as desired in each bowl and serve immediately.
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MsSassy19, “An amazing cookbook. I love the work of Leela Cyd! To call this a cookbook is a
complete understatement. Leela shares her personal story, suggestions, and images to create
the right ambiance as well as a detailed narrative for the recipes. What an amazing piece of
work!”

Crystal, “These recipes are definitely not easy in nature and are more for the foodie type .... I feel
that I should preface this review by saying that I adore Leela Cyd. I think everything she does is
lovely and whimsical and magic. This book is everything that I would hope it would be from her. It
is full of absolutely stunning and breathtaking photos and recipes. They feel rustic, but at the
same time whimsical. It's joyous to look through for sure! These recipes are definitely not easy in
nature and are more for the foodie type of person. The person who doesn't mind spending a
good hour making apple fritters (see photo) -- which were delicious!They are beautiful dishes
that are sure to wow friends and family and create a lovely dining experience together by
prompting questions and talks and all around ogling of your masterful dishes and lovely bits of
goodness as finishing touches. These are not child friendly I wouldn't say and do require a bit of
work and some scouring for some fancy ingredients on some of them. They would be great for a
dinner party or gathering with your nearest and dearest, as the title implies.I received this book
for free via Blogging for Book in exchange for an honest review.”

Monica B, “All-around inspiring cookbook with recipes as gorgeous as they are yummy. This
book feels like a gift from someone who loves food and community and wants to share that joy.
It's too pretty to put on a shelf, so has been sitting on my coffee table, beckoning and promising.
I've just made the Turkish lentil soup and, as someone who has made many pots of soup, the
sophisticated yet unfussy layering of flavors makes this recipe a standout. Leela has also gotten
me thinking differently about entertaining. Her brunch board is pure genius, as are the unicones,
which will delight adults as much as children. This isn't a book that will keep you in the kitchen
for hours before, after, and during the times guests arrive, but instead encourages a nod to well-
stocked cupboards and assembling and eating together. In Food with Friends, Leela Cyd invites
us all to enjoy picnics, brunches, impromptu farmer's market lunches, and cozy relaxing
evenings at home. I've already given it as gifts...and received delighted phone calls as we went
through the book together.”

The Kat, “You have to buy this one! Honestly.. A beauty of a book. Pictures for everything and
they are stunning. Offerings for good times and feel good moments. This is a love letter from the
kitchen. I look through it and plan even when I don't have time to cook any of it. Can a cookbook
be a devotional? I think so!”

A.C.M., “unique recipes + beautiful photography. I bought ‚Food with Friends’ on a whim



following a Martha Stewart review. So glad I did! I work in the food industry and have literally
hundreds of cookbooks but I can safely say that I've never made so many bookmarks ever
before. It is a hugely inspiring book, wonderfully photographed and laid out. The recipes for
brunch, teatime, happy hours, picnics, potlucks and desserts are fresh, delicious and easy to
follow. The writing in general is very warm and engaging – you can truly feel the author has a
great love for food (and friends!). Can only recommend!”

InspirationClothesline, “There are not two things I love more. Food and friends. There are not two
things I love more. Food and friends. So all it took for me to want this book in my hands
immediately was the title and tag line. And then it arrived. I didn’t know a cookbook could be so
fun!This incredible cookbook Food with Friends: the art of simple gatherings by Leela Cyd
serves my heart up on a platter. From the texture of the pages, to the vibrant images, delectable
recipes, and a true sense of style Cyd has captured the art of simple entertaining as her tagline
claims. I immediately dove in and I have never wanted to read a cookbook cover to cover…
until… this one landed in my mailbox. Having paged through, read, and cooked from this book
I’m telling you it’s beauty is one to enjoy yourself and grab for a friend in your life. I can’t wait to
wow my guests with some of these fabulous recipes. But I also love that they are approachable
and doable in my everyday home. Yes some of the ingredients are not my “regular ones” but as I
cook through more I see similar ingredients laced through the pages and see how unusual
ingredients could become staples for us. Pas the chia seeds anyone?The loaded table of
contents includes all kinds of gathering based foods. I dig that. She encourages small portions
that leave people wanting more. It is in the quality of the food not the quantity. A perfect bite or
two trumps a heaping plate that is just so-so and none of these recipes will ever be dubbed
mediocre.I will be honest that despite a well stocked pantry I probably only have two-thirds of the
ingredients on hand and would have to purchase the other one-third. I do love that Cyd focuses
on flavor and not as much on the “health” side of things. Not to say she doesn’t encourage
important healthy elements like buying organic and in season when you can, and recipes
include lots of great alternative oils and yummy additives like flax and chia seeds. It’s just that
she’ll also toss in rich and delicious ingredients along the way that enhance flavor.Then…it hit
me, or rather I hit the style section! Oh my, I thought I couldn’t fall in love more, and then I did. It’s
like Cyd peered into my china cabinet and wrote this portion for me. Forget the “matchy matchy,”
ditch perfection and embrace unique and eclectic. Whether it is a “neighborhood bouquet” put
together from the medians and overhanging plants in your neighborhood or found treasures from
the beach Cyd inspires you to use what you have. And to get hunting for treasure. She suggests
local antique shops and estate sales. I chose my local Buy Nothing group.A sweet neighbor of
mine is moving and she passed on these incredible vintage, retro pieces. An egg platter from her
grandmother, some beautiful “anchor dishes” from an antique shop in Florida – just look at those
curled edges – and then she brought out the retro pitcher. I swoon. And the cherry on top the
sundae was the pretty, pink glass candle sticks she tossed in at the end. Are you kidding me? I



may have felt like I died and went to heaven.I cannot wait to fill them with candles or prop up a
pretty piece of drift wood or the right shade of blossom on these sweet candlesticks at my next
gathering.I love that Cyd calls you to not only set the stage for the food but to use the tablescape
to help the guests feel loved and “thought of.” The style pages alone. Worth it.The secret
ingredients are unusual and yet practical enough to try on my own. I cannot wait to integrate
them into my own cooking and try them as suggested in the recipes. You’ll have to snag a copy
to read about all of them, but whether it’s an unusual nut oil, spicy toppings or fun seasonings
these are sure to spice up your normal recipes. She also includes a list of some of the more
unusual ingredients she considers “basics” and talks to you about how she utilizes them
herself.Then in she dives to the recipes. They are laid out beautifully, easy to ready, and you
know exactly what you need and how to execute. This says a lot – the simple and colorful layout
is inspiring and empowering. Each recipe creates flavor filled and colorful food that truly entices
your appetite and encourages creativity. Filling our home with adults and children alike this is
something I value. I want all my people exposed to creative food and to love eating it. I received a
copy of Food with Friends from Blogging for Books in exchange for my honest review.”

GMKoehler, “Five Stars. I got this as a hostess gift and she loved it.”

The book by Leela Cyd has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 68 people have provided feedback.
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